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DFT: workhorse for electronic 
structure simulations

The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem assures 
that the theory can reproduce exactly the 
ground state energy if the “exact” Energy 
Density Functional (EDF) is provided

Often called as ab initio method

Extension to Time-Dependent DFT is 
straightforward

Very successful – DFT industry (commercial 
codes for quantum chemistry and solid-state physics) 

Can be extended to superfluid systems... 
(numerical cost increases dramatically) 
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Time-dependent dependent version

nonlinear 
coupled 3D 

Partial 
Differential 
Equations

Supercomputing

In this talk 
I neglect spin-orbit term

This simplification allows 
to simulate large fermionic 

systems consisting of 
103 – 104 particles

(cold atoms, neutron stars)



Solving...

The system is placed on a large 3D spatial lattice
of size N

x
×N

y
×N

z

Discrete Variable Representation (DVR) - 
solid framework (see for example: Bulgac, Forbes,
Phys. Rev. C 87, 051301(R) (2013))

Errors are well controlled – exponential convergence

No symmetry restrictions

Number of PDEs is of the order of the number of 
spatial lattice points

Typically (without spin-orbit term): 105 - 106



Solving...

Derivatives are computed with FFT

insures machine accuracy

very fast

Integration methods:

Adams-Bashforth-Milne fifth order predictor-corrector-modifier 
integrator – very accurate but memory intensive

Split-operator method that respects time-reversal invariance 
(third order) – very fast, but can work with simple EDF

It sets scaling 
(N-number of lattice points)

Number of 
wave-functions

FFT for large lattice



The spirit of SLDA is to exploit only local densities...

Suitable for efficient parallelization (MPI)

Excellent candidate for utilization 
multithreading computing units like GPUs

Lattice 643, 137,062 (2-component) wave functions, ABM
CPU version running on 16x4096=65,536 cores
GPU version running on                   4096 GPUs

15 times 15 times 
Speed-up!!!Speed-up!!!

See:
 P. Magierski      

                 talk
 J. Grineviciute
              poster



Computational challenge: 
Finding initial (ground) state?

E
n

Diagonalization:

requires repeatedly diagonalizing the NxN single-particle Hamiltonian (an O(N3) 
operation) for the hundreds of iterations required to converge to the self-
consistent ground state

We need full spectrum (eigenvalues and eigenstates)

only suitable for “small” problems or if symmetries can be used

Note: Imaginary time evolution is also prohibitively expensive
(Non-unitary evolution: spoils orthogonality of wavefunctions, Re-orthogonalization of states at each time step is required)

Real time evolution scaling:

t=0



Self-consistent problem

Until convergence

Initial guess

The most time 
consuming part!

To put this in perspective:
single diagonalization of nuclear problem
(both proton and neutron single-particle Hamiltonians,
  HFB matrix size: 384,000)

on lattice 40 x 40 x 60 took essentially 
the entire (now retired) JaguarPF computer
(217 800 of the 224 256 processor cores) 
about 6 hours of wall-time 
(about one million CPU hours) =>  about a month 
to determine just the initial state

Technical problems:
 Very hard for GPU acceleration
 Very hard to exploit matrix sparsity
 Memory demanding

    (nuclear problem on 40x40x60 lattice: 2.15TB)



Quantum friction
Energy density functional

Generalized density matrix

Single particle Hamiltonian

Equation of motion

Consider evolution with “external” potential: 

Energy of the system



Quantum friction

Note: 

Non-local potential equivalent 
to “complex time” evolution

Not suitable for fermionic problem

“Local” option: 

current

dimensionless constant of order unity

removes any irrotational currents 
in the system, damping currents 

by being repulsive 
where they are converging



Quantum friction
Does not guarantee convergence 
to ground state

proceed with adiabatic state preparation
(generally much faster than pure adiabatic state preparation)

Combine with a few diagonalization

Gain: computational scaling: 

Additional “cooling” potential
can be added in pairing 
channel 

Movie 1

Bulgac, Forbes,Roche, and Wlazłowski, arXiv:1305.6891



Vortex in neutron matter   
pinned to impurity

Volume: 40 fm3

N=1500
Z=40
Size of HFB matrix: 128,000

Cloud of cold atoms 
(at Feshbach resonance)
with vortex lattice
N=1400
Size of HFB matrix: 589,824

Example of 
configurations 
with vortices



PRELIMINARY

(ongoing project)



Self-consistent problem

Until convergence

Initial guess

`
`

Computing 
densities without 

matrix 
diagonalization

via contour integral

PRELIMINARY

(ongoing project)



Eigenproblem

Target

Consider matrix elements of:

Green's function

Contour integral of diagonal element of G

Formally:
Diagonalization problem 

has been replaced
by many inversion problems

(for different z) 

Unknown

For fixed r' algebraic problem:

There are iterative algorithms for 
solving families of problems of type:

(A+c)x
c
 = b

[shifted COCG, shifted BiCGStab, ...]

Full problem (for many z)
is solving essentially 
within the same time 
as single problem Ax=b



There are iterative algorithms for 
solving families of problems of type:

(A+c)x
c
 = b

[shifted COCG, shifted BiCGStab, ...]

Technical details:
 Densities are computed for each point totally independently 

    (method has perfect strong scaling - no communications)
 The only operation involving Hamiltonian 

    is matrix-vector operation
    (very easy to exploit matrix sparsity or fft)

 Method can be accelerated by GPUs  
 Scaling

Lattice Speed-up

32x32x32 16.0

48x48x48 24.0

64x64x64 28.0

matrix-vector
multiplication

Number of lattice points:
we compute density for each point separately

Number of iterations (matrix-vector multiplications)
for algebraic solver – typically 102 - 104

We win over “diagonalization” if:

Typically satisfied for 
large enough problems

NOTE: M is problem dependent!



Thank you

CONCLUSIONS:

For large DFT-like problems with pairing correlations standard method based on 
diagonalization of the NxN single-particle Hamiltonian (repeatedly) 
is prohibitively expensive

Alternative approaches:

“Quantum friction” - it does not guarantee convergence to ground state, but 
combined with standard approach can decrease significantly number of 
diagonalizations  

“Contour integrals” - better scaling for large lattices + possibility of better 
utilization of computing system (especially feasible for GPU acceleration).  
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